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ClearOne Q4-2013 
Revenues
Andrew W. Davis, andrewwd@wainhouse.com

ClearOne recently reported 
record revenues of $14.23M for 
Q4-2013, up 9% over 
Q4-2012.  For the total 
year, revenues were up 
7%, impressive numbers 
in today’s economy.  Q4 
results were driven by 
strong growth in EMEA 
(24%) according to the 
financial earnings call 
as well as 21% Q/Q 
growth in pro-audio, the 
company’s mainstream 
business.   ClearOne 
management revealed 
on the call that it missed its earlier promise of shipping 
new video systems by the end of December due to a 
variety of factors, including the Chinese New Year, which 
the last time we checked, was in January.  Go figure.

 

News in Brief
• Tely Labs has partnered with Time Warner Cable 

Business Class (TWCBC) to create a simple, secure, 
and reportedly affordable home health monitoring 

solution to improve 
follow-up care for 
patients in their 
homes. This solution 
is currently under 
evaluation in patient 
trials for “Virtual Visits” 
— a telyHD video 

calling system and TelyMed software that allows 
healthcare providers to offer quality patient follow-
up virtually. The goal is to contribute to reduced 
readmission rates and associated costs. 

• Lindenbaum has added the ability for Android 
mobile phone users to dial into conferences through 
WebRTC.  The WebRTC app in this instance uses 
the mobile phone’s Internet data connection (not 
cellular voice).  Thus in the Lindenbaum conferencing 
environment, participants can dial in using WebRTC, 
via a Flash VoIP client or other SIP clients, and via 
standard PSTN numbers.  All of these participants can 
be bridged together.

• BT and BroadSoft, 
Inc. last week 
announced a five-year 
agreement, which will 
allow BT to leverage 
BroadSoft’s BroadCloud 
Hosted Unified 
Communications 
platform. As part of 
the agreement, BT 
Wholesale will become 
a preferred BroadSoft 
distributor in the UK 
to communications 
providers looking to 
provide Hosted IP 
Centrex Services to 
the indirect channel.  
BroadSoft’s technology 
provides a Hosted 
IP Centrex platform that will be the foundation of 
BT Wholesale’s Hosted Communications Services 
(HCS) portfolio. It allows BT Wholesale to offer 
communications providers a complete white label 
Hosted IP Centrex service, underpinned by advanced 
UC applications and PBX features. 

telyMed Software

As part of the 
agreement, BT 
Wholesale will become 
a preferred BroadSoft 
distributor in the UK 
to communications 
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a Hosted IP Centrex 
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additional net subscribers in 2013 compared to 2012. 
This year the company promises that it will offer both 
Microsoft’s Lync 2013 multi-tenant hosting platform 
and will introduce its private cloud hosted Lync 
solution to support SMB’s. 

• Nokia is now offering a new Windows phone that 
features four microphones.  Two front-facing mics 
are used for phone calls, while two on the rear are 
available for audio / video recording.  The Nokia 
Icon records 1080p HD video and still images of 
up to 19 megapixels. 

• VTEL announced last month a 
new IPanel 4000, a sub-$3,000 
turnkey group video conferencing 
system — per its approach, 
integrated with a 40-inch flat 
panel display.  The system 
supports PC-based third-party 
video conferencing services; 

standards-based VTEL H.323 
software is available as an option. 

The company also began shipping an HD PTZ USB 
camera available for its IPanel platforms or as a stand-
alone accessory.  Price: $799. 

• Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise has selected LoopUp’s 
collaboration solution for how it addresses familiar 
conferencing frustrations such as not knowing who’s 
on the call or who’s speaking, background noise, 
and difficulties sharing your screen. The solution 
brings a new level of visibility, security, and control 
to everyday remote meetings 
— providing alerts when guests 
arrive, call outs when you wish to 
join a call, and one-click screen 
sharing.  The solution is expected 
to be made available by the end of 
March, 2014.

• ShoreTel has integrated the 
Salesforce CRM system with 
ShoreTel’s platforms.  The 
applications integration includes 
ShoreTel’s on-premises IP-PBX 
system, cloud-based phone system, 
ShoreTel Workgroups, and ShoreTel Sky 
Contact Center.

• WorkSpace Communications last week  announced 
record customer and subscriber growth for 2013. For 
the 2013 fiscal year, the company added 49.6 percent 

Nokia Windows-based Icon

As IT teams plan for conference room solutions 
that will play well with their UC platforms and 
roadmaps, providing users with a standard tool 
set that accommodates the majority of their 
collaboration needs, regardless of their device 
or location, will improve productivity, reduce 
IT support needs, and ultimately increase user 
adoption.  

In this 45-minute webinar sponsored by Logitech, 
Senior Analyst Bill Haskin of Wainhouse Research 

will provide research-
based recommendations 
and insights, including:

REGISTER HERE u
Upcoming Webinar: Personal 
Collaboration in the Conference Room

• A framework for defining 
conference room integration 
requirements

• Why it’s smart to deploy  
equipment across all room types

• How user preferences for ease of 
use, accessibility, and availability are 
driving UC requirements

• Why IT roadmaps should seek a consistent 
collaboration experience across mobile devices, 
personal workspaces, and conference rooms

Join Bill and your peers on  
Tuesday, March 11, 2014
at 11 a.m. PT, 2 p.m. ET. 
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U.S. Wall Street Journal on how to survive (all kinds of ) 
conference calls received 200,000 page views in its first 
24 hours – and we are told this was the #1 most read 
story in 24 hours on wsj.com.   Not just because we were 
quoted, but we think this suggests teleconferencing 
is returning to major relevance to the mainstream 
media — which has admittedly been focused on the 
consumerization of IT, mobility, and many other topics in 
recent years!

People & Places 
Know someone in the industry who changed jobs?  Jump 
into a new role yourself as vendor, end user, or channel 
partner?  Email us at wrb@wainhouse.com to share the 
good news.

• Applied Global 
Technologies, Mark 
Cray, Chief Executive 
Officer; Ben Atha, 
Executive Chairman of 
the Board

• FSR, Gina Sansivero, 
Director of Educational 
Sales

Surviving Conference Calls 
— Back in the News
Lest you think nobody out there is paying attention 
as you toil and trudge every day, a recent article in the 

Upcoming WR Speaking Appearances & Events
When & Where Who & What

17-19 March, 2014, 
Orlando, FL, USA

Andrew W. Davis, Ira M. Weinstein, Bill 
Haskins, Enterprise Connect, Gaylord 
Palms Convention Center

8 April, 2014, 
Orlando, FL, USA

Alan D. Greenberg and Andy Nilssen, Saba 
Analyst Day

29 May, 2014, London, 
UK and 3 June, 2014, 
Paris, France

Andrew W. Davis and Ira M. Weinstein, 
Business Breakthrough London and 
Business Breakthrough Paris

15-16 July, 2014  
Santa Clara, CA

Wainhouse Research UC&C Summit –  
Save the Date!

Industry Events of Note
When & Where Who & What

30 March-April 1, 2014, 
Fredericksburg, VA 
USA

Adding Value through Sustainable 
Telehealth, 2014 Mid-Atlantic Telehealth 
Resource Center Annual Summit, 
Fredericksburg Expo & Conference Center

6-10 April, 2014, 
Denver, CO, USA

2014 Internet2 Annual Meeting

Gina Sansivero, 
FSR

Mark Cray, 
AGT
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Introducing one of the WR Bulletin Sponsors

Blue Jeans Network is a cloud based, meet-me 
videoconferencing service that makes video meetings as easy, 

interoperable and affordable as audio. The service supports 
the industry’s broadest range of interoperability across devices 
and platforms, enabling users on traditional room-based video 

systems to meet with others who use web browsers, Skype, 
Google, Lync or standard phone lines.  With no client download, 
Blue Jeans lets hosts simply schedule a meeting and everyone 

joins from wherever they are, with whatever device they choose.

Try it free today. Sign up at www.bluejeans.com

The WR Bulletin would like you to join us 
in thanking our sponsors:

Get your company’s name & link here! Contact Sales.

The fine print: Sponsorship of the WR Bulletin in no way implies that 
our sponsors endorse the opinions expressed in the WRB. Nor does it 

imply that the Bulletin endorses their products or services. 
We remain an equal opportunity critic.

Cloud video conferencing & calling

Audio Technologies
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Two 1:1’s  for the Price of One 

1:1 Bill Thompson, VP of Video Services,  
Carousel Industries 
Alan D. Greenberg, agreenberg@wainhouse.com 

started humbly three years ago in video managed 
services. Last year we grew a little over 110% within our 
video services alone.  We have the desire and the ability 
to compete in very competitive space.  So who are we? 
At the core we are the same business we have been for 
many years now, we are a solution provider that helps 
businesses grow.

WR:  So how do I decide I want to be your customer?

Bill T:  Customers look to Carousel when looking to 
enable their enterprise communications strategy.  Video 
today traverses technologies nearly as much as it is a 
technology in itself.  Now more than ever success in this 
space relies on a high level of proficiency in multiple 
disciplines.   Carousel provides solutions to solve 
customers’ challenges in terms of UC, video, voice, data, 
and integrated environments.  Look at where video 
came from: it used to be the equivalent of a VCR on the 
TV in the corner of the room: nobody wanted to touch 
it!   It has matured into an IT-integrated technology and 
a top consumer of enterprise resources including WANs, 
LANs, LDAP, Active Directory, and others.  When you 
combine that reality with the fact that it has very low 

Alan visited with Carousel Industries’ Bill Thompson, who 
spent almost seven years with BT Conferencing before 
moving to Carousel in December 2013.  A few things we 
wanted to hear about: is Carousel getting a fresh injec-
tion of collaboration?  How does Carousel define and 
differentiate itself in a market crowded with technology 
resellers and service providers?   So let’s start there!

WR: Carousel has been around since 1992 — 22 years. 
You can’t claim to be a teenager anymore. So what are 
you and what do you do? 

Bill T:  Great question and the answer is really one of the 
key drivers in my decision to join Carousel Industries.  It 
boils down to its growth and investment over the last 
five years.  If you look at Carousel’s history, its strategy 
has remained quite consistent as it (I now say we) 
evolved from telecom provider to solutions integrator.  
While the tactics and technologies have transitioned 
the strategy has remained the same: We are a solutions 
provider, our mission has been to integrate the best 
applications from the best technology partners to solve 
business problems.  As a company we are innovative, 
creative, and customer-oriented.  The video practice 
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Maybe it was the  Lync Conference we wrote about last week that got us thinking about 
solutions providers, value chains, and how channel providers can make money and provide 
services in an evolving environment.  Or maybe we just sensed spring will indeed come 
after all of these polar vortexes (in North America) — time to look forward!   We’re especially 
interested in getting perspectives from leading channel partners.  So Andrew and Alan 
went forth and interviewed two overlapping but distinct members of the UC&C channel: 
Carousel Industries and Yorktel.  One deeply rooted in North America, one global in focus.  
You’ll see some similarities, and some differences, as each waxes eloquent on their offerings, 
their take on managed services, Lync and its impact, and what it takes to deploy UC&C.

mailto:agreenberg%40wainhouse.com?subject=
http://cp.wainhouse.com/content/microsoft-lync-2014


stakes and can no longer be the value proposition.   
Today’s managed services require the confident 
enablement of a communications strategy and 
support of an organization’s environment, not simply 
devices.  Managed services surrounding video must be 
comprehensive, proactive, and structured — otherwise, 
customers are simply paying a premium for a service 
without getting premium value.  Managed services are 
really about uptime.  I’m trying to get away from the 
rhetoric of simply saying “white glove” or “concierge.” 
Those words are really nothing more than a substitution 
for really defining what you do for customers. 

WR: Why is your NOC better than the next guy’s NOC (if it 
matters and if it is)? 

Bill T:  Operationalizing a service is about people, 
processes, and technology.   The real differentiator to 
providing a service is people.  You need the right people 
with the correct blend of technical competence.  The 
right service paradigm focuses on issue ownership.  
And this may sound strange, but you have to have a 
swagger about the importance of the service you are 
providing and the belief that nobody else will represent 
your customers’ needs as well as you will.  At Carousel 
we understand that service is not a product, it’s an 
experience.  And we work diligently to deliver our best-
in-class experience to our customers.  If we broaden it 
out from a capability standpoint, what we are doing is 
building out a commonality across our portfolio.  These 
apply across video, data, voice, Lync, and cloud; this is 
another differentiator.  There are a lot of AV integrators 
and conferencing companies.  But there are far fewer 
true IT-based solutions providers.

WR:  Who are your competitors?

Bill T:  It really depends on which aspect of Video 
Services you are looking at, however at a high level I 
would consider AVI-SPL, HB, BT Conferencing, Orange 
Business Services competitors.  At Carousel we have 
differentiated strategies for business verticals.  Take for 
example our DistribuCare offering, which was developed 
specifically for the burgeoning telemedicine community.  
We are finding unique ways to ensure we are reaching 
our future customers 

WR:   Talk to us about on-prem, cloud, or hybrid?   What 
do you see your clients wanting in each of those 
approaches?

tolerance for anything less than optimum environments 
the result is this technology is a challenge to get right.   
Carousel is here to enable our customers’ enterprise 
communications strategy and navigate these challenges.  
We are a Microsoft Gold partner and Platinum with 
Polycom, Juniper Networks, and Avaya.  Only a handful 
of organizations globally have this level of certification 
and capability with this breadth of partners.  Recently at 
Team Polycom we were awarded System Integrator of 
the Year for 2013, we are making our mark and punching 
above our weight.  

WR:   What is your process for scoping and then 
deploying a customer solution set? 

Bill T:  Carousel takes a consultative approach to solution 
design and deployment.  We work with our customers 
to understand their needs, their individualized use 
cases, and finally their technology roadmap.  From 
there we have a solutions framework that defines our 
approach beginning with supporting the creation of the 
business vision for this technology and development 
of the project scope.  We then walk through planning, 
deploying, integrating, and finally service transition to 
in-life support.  

WR:  You say you range from 500-50,000 employees 
per customer.  How do you differentiate and service 
that large of a swath, and what is the WRONG kind of 
customer for you?   

Bill T: Interesting question.  Our sweet spot consists of 
mid-sized to large national customers. Understand we 
have many significant accounts; however, we are not 
built to support a true large multinational corporation.  
We don’t have a global footprint, so our wheelhouse is 
certainly North America. We work with customers who 
may have some global deployments that we support; 
however, true global multinationals are not our main 
focus.  (Of course if they knocked on the door we would 
welcome working with them.)

WR: What do video managed services mean to you?  And 
how do you talk about the benefits to your customers?

Bill T:  This question is one of my favorites and it’s a 
point of contention in the industry.  You almost have 
to use “air quotes” when saying managed services 
because it means something different to everybody.  
Yesterday it meant a service provider with white glove 
service and monitoring, but today that’s just table 
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Bill T: I think more than ever 
customers want flexibility and 
scalability.  If on-prem is the 
need, the driver is fixed costs.  
For the cloud, the drivers are 
lower costs and a variable 
model.  As we look forward 
we see cloud, both public and 
private, as a key driver and 
growing share of our revenue. 

WR:  You recently introduced 
Video as a service (VaaS) by 
white labeling a service from 
Polycom; how is this going — 
what do you see as the strengths 
and weaknesses of the Polycom 
service and the white label 
approach to business?

Bill T:  Carousel and Polycom 
have a good quality partnership.  
They have shown continued 
willingness to work with us to 
create a successful blend, from 
commercials to developing 
technical capabilities.  We are currently working in 
partnership with them to navigate challenges that arise, 
helping both of us to enhance the usability of their 
solution.  We have also emphasized to them the need for 
their platforms to support WebRTC.  I view WebRTC as 
being a key part of the industry’s next step and we don’t 
have a lot of time to make the appropriate adjustments 
to capitalize on the opportunity as a differentiating 
capability.  Video has really transitioned to becoming a 
truly ubiquitous application.  The easier it is for users of 
all levels of technical competency to leverage video with 
confidence, the better it is for our industry.  Solutions 
such as WebRTC could usher in the next evolution of 
video.  

WR:  Many believe that Microsoft Lync will shift the 
enterprise telephony landscape.  What does a Lync do to 
Carousel?  And is Lync an Avaya partner opportunity or a 
competitor?

Bill T:   That is a very interesting question and one that 
I suspect many have had.  The direct answer: Lync is a 
competitive service to Avaya, no doubt.  In the last nine 
months we’ve begun to see a shift as users are now 
beginning to see Lync as a viable alternative to tradi-

tional telephony. Lync is a driver in 
a market that is in transition.  Big 
picture, the reality is that the pace 
of technology has and will con-
tinue to accelerate.  Nobody knows 
the next transition or the one after 
that.  The very premise of the ques-
tion, however, underscores the 
continuing value of service provid-
ers like Carousel.  A roadmap can 
go left or right. We’ll be there to 
help our customers and the indus-
try navigate.

WR:  So, how does working for a 
1,000-employee Carousel differ 
from life at the much larger BT 
Conferencing — which partners 
with a number of manufacturers 
NOT on Carousel’s list of partners 
(read Cisco, Compunetix, Kontiki, 
LifeSize, ON24, and others)?

Bill T:  BT Conferencing was a 
wonderful journey for me and I 
learned a tremendous amount 

during my time there working with some fantastic 
people.  That said, the transition to Carousel for me was 
made very deliberately.  Early on in the discussion with 
the Carousel leadership team we were aligned on the 
market vacuum that has been created over the last 18 
months and the dynamic opportunities that are ahead 
for innovative service providers.  Joining Carousel was 
(for me) a decision to align with an organization laser 
focused on competing and winning.  

WR:  This one is for WR’s Andrew Davis.  I hear Carousel 
deployed the Red Sox telephone system.  So is this VoIP-
based, and do you differentiate packet delivery in calls to 
the bullpen when it’s the Sox vs. visiting teams?  Will the 
Sox repeat this year if Carousel has anything to do with 
it, or are there other teams for which you would consider 
providing VoIP and end-to-end managed services?

Bill T:  I am going to leave that question alone! Born and 
raised in Denver, I am one of the few Rockies fans within 
Carousel.  That said, I have received commitments that 
I will get the opportunity to go to Fenway this year to 
watch a game.  The Red Sox are a quality organization 
and I am looking forward to seeing them play in 
legendary Fenway Park.

Lync is a driver in a market 
that is in transition.  
Big picture, the reality 
is that the pace of 
technology has and will 
continue to accelerate.  
Nobody knows the 
next transition or the 
one after that.  The very 
premise of the question, 
however, underscores 
the continuing value of 
service providers like 
Carousel.  A roadmap 
can go left or right. 
We’ll be there to help 
our customers and the 
industry navigate.
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1:1 Ron Gaboury, CEO, Yorktel 
Andrew W. Davis

Andrew met up with Yorktel’s CEO Ron Gaboury 
recently over video.  We were curious to find out how 
this experienced, multinational UC&C, cloud, and video 
managed services provider is responding to massive 
changes happening within the industry.  

WR:  Yorktel has been in the video conferencing industry 
since electricity was invented.  How would you describe 
your company today?  And what are some of the major 
changes? 

Ron G:  Well, as you know, we’ve come a long way from 
being an equipment reseller or integrator.  We’re in our 
29th year in business. We’ve expanded throughout the 
globe with offices across the US and EMEA, just opened 
an office in France, and we’ve grown to a staff of 430 
employees. We also have data centers in the U.S., UK, and 
Singapore (with an additional two pending).  Equipment 
reselling and system installation is just one small segment 
of what we do. We’ve evolved with a core competency 
in UC&C, cloud and video managed services, and are 
expanding further into vertical applications and video 
devices.  

WR:  What does the term video managed services mean 
to you?

Ron G:  We’re a full service provider that can assess a 
customer’s environment and business needs, then design, 
implement, maintain, support, and manage the video 
conferencing system.  Support, coupled with ongoing 
management is the heart of the managed services 
offering.  

As you know, many IT departments don’t have the 
skillset or manpower required for video infrastructure or 
interoperability, nor the resources to manage their video 
assets.   Last year we also launched Yorktel VideoCloud 
as an added service.  This can be deployed as a public 
or private cloud, a complete managed service or self-

service — as well as a hybrid offering, depending on our 
customers’ IT skills and business needs.  Additionally, 
“video managed services” for us includes managing 
media and video assets for customers.  We have an 
Emmy- award winning Media Services staff focused on 
video production, webcasting in the cloud, and event 
production.

WR:  Cloud is a big buzzword these days, and probably 
overused.  Tell us about cloud. 

Ron G:  Sure. Yorktel VideoCloud is a video-
conferencing-as-a-service offering. The infrastructure 
for this solution resides in Yorktel’s global data centers; 
no on-premises video conferencing servers are required 
for the end user. The solution provides endpoint 
registration, bridging services, gateway services, Lync 
federation services, and more.  Yorktel VideoCloud can 
also be integrated with an end user’s public or private 
services.  So, this can be sold as either a managed 
services or hybrid offering. 

What is also very important to note, is that with cloud 
adoption, UCaaS is poised to thrive in 2014. To enable 
companies to forego large capital investments, there 
has to be a viable Cloud alternative available. And, to 
truly purchase voice and video conferencing as a service, 
the solution has to work with multiple devices from any 
location. With the maturity of the Cloud and WebRTC, 
we’re going to see a much higher availability of and 
demand for UCaaS,

WR:  So, what about managed services?  Are these also 
hybridized by Yorktel?

Ron G:  In a managed services scenario, all the primary 
features of the solution, including call scheduling, call 
launching, call monitoring, meet and greet, operator-
assist, Help Desk, troubleshooting, user training, usage 
reports, and on-site services, are provided by Yorktel. 
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But the customer may prefer to handle some of those 
services in-house and may opt instead to use our 
managed services for their on-premises room systems, 
but use self-service for their mobile users.  We think of 
this as a hybrid environment.  Additionally, customers 
using the hybrid service may leverage some of their own 
on-premises infrastructure equipment with the Yorktel 
cloud infrastructure and use a combination of MPLS and 
Internet connectivity for their various video conferencing 
needs. 

WR:   Many believe that Microsoft Lync will shift the 
enterprise telephony landscape.  What does Lync do to 
Yorktel?

Ron G:  Lync is a true game changer in our opinion; it is 
a true unified communications platform that makes it 
possible for business users to manage presence, instant 
messages, voice calls, video calls, content sharing, media 
handling and conferencing on one multi-function 
platform. Then Lync Federation lets users connect with 
external partners and customers as easily as in-house 
employees.  Our answer is that we offer Lync federation 
with traditional video conferencing platforms, coupled 
with a solution that integrates 
with both Lync on-premise and 
Office365.  So we see Lync as an 
opportunity and not a threat.  

WR:  If video conferencing 
becomes primarily a mobile 
application, or if WebRTC 
becomes prevalent, how does 
your business survive?

Ron G: The reality today is that 
enterprises are trying to figure 
out how to integrate video into 
their UC platforms, and their 
legacy systems into the WebRTC 
realm. This is where Yorktel’s 
expertise comes in.   We’re 
finding that some companies 
prefer traditional client-based 
systems to WebRTC, primarily 
for security purposes.  Or, they 
need guidance for integrating 
a hybrid solution. In 2014, 
we’re also expanding our video 
offerings into more vertically-

targeted applications, such as with our VideoKiosk, 
Telehealth carts, and iRobots.  People are no longer just 
having video conferences from behind desks or even on 
various devices.  They are using and consuming video 
for customer centric applications; there is incredible 
opportunity in applications.

WR:  I still don’t get it.  Exactly what is your business 
opportunity if a client wants to roll out 5,000 mobile or 
WebRTC clients for video?

Ron G:  First, an enterprise that wants to deploy 5,000 
mobile video will face a lot of challenges such as 
bandwidth, security, high scalability, high availability, 
high resiliency, global reach, B2B, B2C, support, user 
experience, etc. Yorktel Professional Services will help 
architect the environment and plan the user adoption. 

Second, we believe Managed Services and Cloud will 
continue to thrive with the market switching to WebRTC-
enabled clients.  With a high percentage of enterprise 
customers having complex business environments 
balancing the needs of large physical brick & mortar 
facilities and mobile users, Yorktel will work with 

customers to balance room-
based video environments with 
“easy-to-use” mobile-based video, 
while providing the necessary 
support services to make it all work 
together. In addition, as video 
conference volumes grow, demand 
for cloud based video port capacity 
for seamless interoperability will 
also grow. 

Further, the WebRTC API standard 
holds the key to overcoming the 
incompatibility issues that have 
plagued the UC&C market for 
many years. Now that the IETF 
(Internet Engineering Task Force) is 
driving the audio and video codec 
standards, they’ve already ratified 
the audio standards (i.e. Opus), and 
they’re getting close to choosing 
the video standard. This is going to 
be a big deal for UC&C this year.

WR:  Reselling equipment is still 
an important part of your business 
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today.  How would you describe the equipment re-sell 
business today?  The rumors I hear are that margins are 
disastrous.

Ron G:  The resale of simple AV & video equipment has 
been moving to a commodity model for several years. 
As any market moves in this direction, volume players 
emerge, thus further driving down margins. Being 
focused on the design and architect of complex, multi-
facet, multi-component systems and Day 2 managed 
cloud services is where we provide value; commodity 
suppliers simply cannot.

WR:  How important is staff augmentation to your 
business today.  Why is this still a viable business?

Ron G: Yorktel has provided specialized IT staffing 
resources for many years. Onsite support fills in the 
expertise and knowledge gaps where internal IT teams 
are often lacking.  On the federal side, the buying culture 
has long sought on-premise resources with a resistance 
to remote services; while on the commercial side there’s 
been a balance of remote managed services, automation 
and onsite resources. We believe staffing will continue to 
be a component of a managed service when the need 
arises. 

WR:  Why do customers buy from Yorktel?

Ron G: Our strongest differentiator is making 
complicated simple. Yorktel eliminates the complexity 

from enterprise deployments and systems management 
so customers can focus on running their business.  

We have always taken pride in bringing on top-
notch talent; those with expertise in video, UC&C and 
integration, but also those with fresh ideas.   Then we 
place a lot of importance on educating clients about 
new UC&C solutions that can improve the way they 
conduct business with a future-facing outlook. We’ve 
made significant investments in our integration and 
professional services staff and have aligned our business 
to special focus areas.   The customers benefit from this.  

WR:  So, what keeps you up at night?

Ron G:  The rate of change in our industry and the 
enterprise marketplace is enough to keep anyone awake 
at night.  Both our customers and we are constantly 
challenged between providing a solution that is available 
now versus holding out for a future solution.

New Studies from Wainhouse Research
For information on WR  studies and subscriptions, visit www.wainhouse.com or contact sales@wainhouse.com

4Personal & Web-Based Conferencing

IBM’s Web Collaboration Solutions
Profile and analysis of IBM and its web collaboration offeringss

Cisco’s Web Collaboration Solutions (includes WebEx)
Profile and analysis of Cisco and its web collaboration offerings

4Unified Communications

Microsoft Lync in 2014 
An overview of Microsoft Lync’s status and roadmap

InterCall Enterprise Connectivity Conferencing (ECC) Lync Edition
An Overview of InterCall’s Lync Audio Conferencing Integration

Want More Conferencing & Collaboration?
We invite you to create your own free account on our new 
Wainhouse Research Content Portal.  Based on your personal 
preferences, receive daily or weekly industry news and 
notification of free and premium content (the latter if your 
organization has a WR subscription) via email. You can also search 
our full content archives — including WR Bulletin issues.   

Create your account here:  
http://cp.wainhouse.com/registration
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Feel free to forward this newsletter to colleagues. 
Free subscriptions:  www.wainhouse.com/bulletin

Have friends? Want to make more friends? Forward this issue of the 
WR Bulletin and encourage them to read it and subscribe. Anyone 
can sign up for a free subscription at www.wainhouse.com/mail.

4Distance Education & e-Learning

Sonic Fouindry in Education and Training
Company profile with overview and analysis of what’s new in Release 7.0

Education Networks of America 
Company profile providing information and insight into a data, voice, and video service provider that focuses on educational markets in the U.S.

4Audio Conferencing

Understanding Cisco’s Push for Cloud Connected Audio (CCA)
Since 2012, Cisco WebEx has offered large enterprises an option for audio conferencing which is a hybrid between on-premises and hosted audio conferencing.  
Dubbed Cloud Connected Audio (CCA), the offering combines on-premises call signaling, routing, and traffic with hosted Cisco audio conferencing ports.

InterCall Enterprise Connectivity Conferencing (ECC) Lync Edition
An Overview of InterCall’s Lync Audio Conferencing Integration

4Video Conferencing

Avaya Video Conferencing
Profile and analysis of Avaya and its video collaboration offerings

Google Video Conferencing
A brief overview of the company & its potential entry into enterprise video conferencing

4Streaming & Webcasting
Sonic Foundry Company Profile
Webcasting Pioneer Seeks to Drive Growth Through Acquisitions & Re-Doubled Efforts to Sell Into Enterprise Market

2014 Budgets for Enterprise Streaming
Identifying Pockets of Demand for Business Online Video Technologies
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